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ABOUT ECW PRESS

ECW Press is a proudly independent company that has been publishing a 
diverse list of great books for more than 40 years. Whether you are looking 
to build brand identity for your organization, relay your company’s history, 
or celebrate an anniversary or other significant event, ECW can produce  
an appropriate, high-quality book in full cooperation with your organization.

We’ve worked with many schools, capturing their history in commemorative 
books. We’ve also produced books for sports organizations, corporations, 
companies within the finance sector, and individuals seeking profile and 
branding within their business. In some cases, these books may hold 
appeal for the general public. We explore these opportunities, and if there 
is a market this can provide excellent exposure for an organization.

Commemorate milestones and anniversaries.

Build brand identity.

Celebrate a life well lived with a family history.

Motivate fans and employees.

Showcase your company.

Stand out from other promotional items.

Add value to your conference or event.

Advertise your products.



“ECW Press meets our deadlines 
and exceeds our expectations for a 

professionally presented product. Publisher 
Jack David has guided us through each new 
process with solid ideas and the support of  

a service-oriented staff. We look forward to 
publishing our next book with ECW.”

— Megan Cameron, 

     Director of Public Relations  

     GoodLife Fitness Clubs

“One of  the greatest history books ever 
compiled on the Toronto Argonauts. We 
are very grateful to ECW for assembling 

a team with so much knowledge, expertise, 
and passion in sports.”

— Andrea Franklin, 

Account Manager  

Toronto Argonauts Football Club

“ECW Press expertly guided us in 
producing our anniversary book. From the 
hodgepodge of  material we provided, their 

creative team crafted a lovely coffee table 
book that we are quite proud of  and has 

received accolades from our readers.”

— Dayle Leishman,  

Director of Canadian Operations 

Neuchâtel Junior College



CONCEPT 
BUILDING
ECW will help you 

decide which story 

you want to tell and 

what kind of printed 

product is right for 

your company.

RESEARCHING  
& WRITING

The researching and writing of  

your book can be done within  

your company or within ours.  

Your company can be as  

involved or uninvolved as  

you wish in the creation  

of your product.
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L AYO U T  
& DESIGN

The interior of your 

book can be black 

and white, full  

colour, or a mix of 

both. Whether your 

book is all text or a 

full-photo coffee-

table book, ECW will 

make it beautiful.



PRINTING

FULFILLMENT  
& DISTRIBUTION
With distribution warehouses  

in the U.S., Canada, and Europe,  

ECW can offer a number of  

distribution and fulfillment  

services for your project.

ECW has well-established  

relationships with the most- 

trusted printing vendors across  

the globe. From classic casebound 

or paperback books to highly  

stylized and unique projects,  

whatever you envision your final 

product to be, we’ll make it a reality.
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YOUR COMPANY HAS A STORY
OURS WILL HELP YOU TELL IT.



/ecwpress @ecwpress @ecwpress

JACK DAVID
Co-Publisher, ECW Press

665 Gerrard St. East
Toronto, ON, M4M 1Y2
jack@ecwpress.com

(416) 694-3348 ext. 111

ecwpress.com/corporate


